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Abstract. Ontologies are knowledge representation structures especially useful
for the specification of high-level reusable software, like domain models and
frameworks. This work describes GRAMO, an ontology-based technique for
the specification of domain models in Multi-Agent Domain Engineering.
ONTODM, an ontology-based tool supporting GRAMO is also introduced.
ONTODM represents the knowledge of GRAMO. A case study on the
application of GRAMO for domain modeling of usage mining-based Web
personalization systems is also described.
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Introduction

Domain Engineering [1] [24] is a process for creating reusable software abstractions
for the development of a family of software applications in a domain. The process
consists of the phases of analysis, design and implementation. Domain analysis [31]
[36] identifies reuse opportunities and specifies the common requirements of a family
of applications. The product of this phase is a domain model. Domain design looks
for a documented solution to the problem specified in a domain model. The product
of this phase is composed of one or more frameworks and a collection of design
patterns, documenting good solutions in that domain. Reusable components
integrating the framework are constructed during the phase of domain
implementation.
Our research group is working on a process for Multi-Agent Domain Engineering
[16] [17] [18] [19] [20]. We are constructing a software development environment
composed of a set of development tools and libraries of high-level reusable software
abstractions (domain models, domain specific languages, user models, agent-based
architectural and detailed design patterns, multi-agent frameworks, and reusable
software agents) for both compositional and generative agent-based application
development. Experiments are being conducted on the legal, tourism, and pecuary
domains and for problem-solving tasks of information access and user modeling [6]
[14] [16] [27] [37] [40].
Ontologies [5] [20] [23] are knowledge representation structures especially useful
for the specification of high-level reusable software, like domain, user models and

frameworks. They provide an unambiguous terminology that can be shared by all
involved in the development process. Also, an ontology can be as generic as needed
allowing its reuse and easy extension. Ontologies are being used to represent both the
knowledge of techniques for Domain Engineering and generated products [13] [15]
[17].
The technique GRAMO (“Generic Requirement Analysis Method based on
Ontologies”) defines the activities to be accomplished in the construction of domain
models in Multi-Agent Domain Engineering. A domain model - domain dependent
and specified at a high level of abstraction - represents the formulation of a problem,
knowledge or activity of the real world. The formulation is generic enough to
represent a family of similar systems. Ontologies are being used to represent domain
models establishing the vocabulary and semantics for the elements, processes and
relationships in the systems. A reusable ontology, ONTODM, guides the construction
of the domain models, which are created by instantiating the hierarchy of classes of
ONTODM. Domain models are represented in frame-based ontologies where
concepts, activities and relationships in the domain are represented in frame-based
classes according to the representation criteria of ONTODM.
This work introduces the technique GRAMO, and the reusable ontology
ONTODM. The article is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the GRAMO
technique. Section 3 describes the ONTODM reusable ontology. Section 4 introduces
a case study on the application of GRAMO for domain modeling of usage miningbased Web personalization systems. Section 5 describes related work on Domain
analysis and Requirement Engineering of Multi-Agent Systems. Section 6 concludes
the paper with some remarks on further work being conducted.
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The GRAMO Technique

GRAMO [13] is an ontology-based technique for the specification of domain models
in the analysis phase of Multi-Agent Domain Engineering, according to the
knowledge of a particular application domain. Domain models are constructed
through the instantiation of ONTODM [17], a reusable ontology that encodes the
knowledge of the GRAMO technique (Fig. 1).
Main techniques for Domain Analysis [26] [31] [38] and Requirement Engineering
of multi-agent systems [3] [4] [8] [10] [19] [20] [25] [33] [34] [41] [42] [43] were
considered for the definition of the GRAMO technique.
Methods for Requirement Engineering of multi-agent systems usually focus on
modeling goals, roles, activities and interactions of individuals of an organization. An
organization is composed of individuals. The organization has general and specific
goals that establish what the organization intends to reach. The achievement of
specific goals allows reaching the general goal of the organization. For instance, an
information system can have the general goal of “satisfying the information needs of
an organization” and the specific goals of “satisfying dynamic or long term
information needs”. Specific goals are reached through the exercise of responsibilities
that individuals have. Individuals play roles with a certain degree of autonomy and
exercise their responsibilities through the execution of activities. For that, they

dispose of a set of resources. For instance, an individual can play the role of
“information retriever” with the responsibility of executing activities to satisfy the
dynamic information needs of an organization. Another individual can play the role
of “information filter” with the responsibility of executing activities to satisfy the
long-term information needs of the organization. Resources can be, for instance, the
rules of the organization to access and structure its information sources. Sometimes,
individuals have to communicate with other internal or external individuals to
cooperate in the execution of an activity. For instance, the individuals playing the
roles of information retriever and information filter may need to interact with an
individual (e.g. Information source) having the responsibility of the storage and
update of the information items of the organization.
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Fig. 1. Inputs and products of GRAMO through the instantiation of ONTODM

According to these definitions, in GRAMO, domain modeling of multi-agent
systems is performed according to the following modeling tasks: Concept Modeling,
Goal Modeling, Role Modeling, Variability Modeling and Interaction Modeling.
Domain Modeling approaches either the formulation of a problem (e.g. User
Modeling) or the representation of a knowledge area (e.g. the tourism area). For the
formulation of a problem, the tasks Goal Modeling, Role Modeling, Variability
Modeling and Interaction Modeling are performed. A Domain Model is obtained
composed of one Goal Model, a set of Role Models and a set of Interaction Models.
For the representation of a knowledge area only the Concept and Variability
Modeling tasks are performed. A Domain Model is obtained which consists of the
developed Concept Model.
Goal modeling. Considering the problem that the system intends to solve, the
general goal of the system is identified. Specific goals are obtained through a
refinement of the general goal. The responsibilities that need to be exercised by
internal and external roles to reach an specific goal are identified. A goal model is
constructed as a product of this modeling task composed of the general and specific
goals and the responsibilities of the family of systems. The Goal Model is represented
graphically in a three level organizational chart. General goal, specific goals and
responsibilities are represented in the first, second and third level, respectively (e.g.
Fig. 3).
Role modeling. Each responsibility identified on the Goal Modeling task is
associated with an internal or external role. Then, the activities allowing the exercise
of each responsibility are defined. During this refinement process, it can be identified
that the same activity or a set of related activities are executed by several roles. In
this case, it should be appropriate the creation of an independent role having the

responsibility of executing these activities on behalf of the other roles. The inputs,
outputs and resources needed for the execution of each activity are identified. A
particular role model is constructed for each defined role. The role model is
represented graphically in a three level organizational chart (e.g. Fig. 4). The
responsibility, activities and resources of the role are represented in the first, second
and third level, respectively. Through the composition of the particular role models, a
general role model is also constructed.
Variability modeling. According to the following rules, the goal, role models and
concept models are refined to classify the domain concepts, goals, roles,
responsibilities, activities and resources as fixed or variables features. Fixed features
will be present in all subsystems of a family of systems in a domain or problemsolving area. Variable features represent specific characteristics of a particular system
in the family (e.g. Table 1).
• The general goal is fixed. By default, the general goal of a multi-agent system is a
fixed concept because it must be reached by all systems of a family.
• Specific goals are variable. A particular system in the family does not need to
satisfy, necessary, all the specific goals. Then, some specific goals have not need to
be considered in a particular system. Therefore, specific goals are classified as
variable concepts.
• Activities can be variable or fixed. Roles exercise their responsibilities through the
execution of activities. Activities that must be performed in all systems of a family
are classified as fixed. Otherwise, they are classified as variable.
• Responsibilities can be variable or fixed. Specific goals are reached through the
exercise of responsibilities. If a responsibility contributes for the achievement of all
the specific goals and it is exercised through the execution of fixed activities, then it
is classified as fixed. Otherwise, it is classified as variable.
• Roles can be variable or fixed. Responsibilities are exercised by roles. Then, roles
are classified according to their responsibilities: roles are variable is they exercise
variable responsibilities. Otherwise, they are fixed.
• Resources can be variable or fixed. For the execution of activities, roles dispose of
resources. Then, a resource is classified as fixed if at least one fixed activity needs
it. Otherwise, it is classified as variable.
• Domain concepts can be variable or fixed. Domain concepts that are present in all
systems of a family are classified as fixed. Otherwise, they are variable.
Interaction modeling. Through an analysis of their respective activities along with
their inputs and outputs, the interactions between all internal and external roles are
identified. Considered roles are those whose responsibilities lead to the achievement
of a specific goal. One interaction model for each specific goal is constructed as a
product of this modeling task. The graphical representation of the interaction model is
similar to the collaboration diagram of UML [2] (e.g. Fig. 5).
Concept modeling. Consulting domain specialists and sources of information about
the domain, main concepts of the domain and relationships between them are
identified. Existent software applications in the domain are also analyzed in order to
identify commonalities and differences between them. A model of concepts is
constructed as a product of this modeling task. The model of concepts is represented

graphically in a semantic network where nodes represent concepts and links show the
relationships between concepts.
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ONTODM: An Ontology-based Tool for Domain Modeling

The knowledge of the GRAMO technique has been represented in an ontology,
ONTODM, which guides the elicitation and specification of the concepts and tasks to
be accomplished in a domain. ONTODM has been developed with Protégé, an
environment for the development of frame-based ontologies [39]. Fig. 2 shows the
hierarchy of classes of ONTODM, and the slots of the Domain Modeling class.

Fig. 2. Hierarchy of classes of ONTODM

The construction of a domain model is made through the instantiation of the class
Domain Modeling (Fig. 2) that will create an instance of the Domain Model class,
containing the specification of the concepts and tasks in the domain. This requires the
instantiation of the classes Concept, Goal, Role and Interaction Modeling, which will
create the instances Concept, Goal, Role and Interaction Models.
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A Case Study

In order to evaluate the GRAMO technique, several case studies have been
developed. These case studies approached the construction of ONTOMINING,
ONTOINFO [40], ONTOTOUR [6] and ONTOPEC [37] domain models by reusing

ONTODM through the application of the GRAMO technique. These ontology-based
domain models represent the common requirements of families of software
applications for usage mining personalization systems (ONTOMINING); information
retrieval and filtering (ONTOINFO), and the concepts of the legal (ONTOJUS),
tourism (ONTOTOUR) and pecuary (ONTOPEC) domains.
Next section introduces a case study where the GRAMO technique is applied on
the construction of ONTOMINING.
4.1 ONTOMINING: Domain
Personalization Systems

Modeling

of Usage Mining-based Web

Web site personalization can be defined as the process of customizing the content and
structure of a Web site to the specific and individual needs of each user, taking
advantage of the user navigational behavior. The steps of a Web personalization
process include: (a) the collection of Web data, (b) the modeling and categorization
of these data (preprocessing phase), (c) the analysis of the collected data, and (d) the
determination of the actions that should be performed. The ways that are employed in
order to analyze the collected data include content-based filtering, collaborative
filtering, rule-based filtering, and Web usage mining [7] [29] [30] [35]. A site is
personalized through the highlighting of existing hyperlinks, the dynamic insertion of
new hyperlinks that seem to be of interest for the current user, or even through the
creation of new index pages. Here, we focus on the process of usage mining in the
context of Web personalization. This process relies on the application of statistical
and data mining methods to Web log data, resulting in a set of useful patterns that
indicate user navigational behavior. This knowledge is then used from the system to
personalize a site according to each user behavior and profile.
Goal modeling. The general goal of a family of systems for Web personalization
based on usage mining is, obviously, Web personalization. The general goal is
reached through the specific goals: User modeling and System adaptation. A user
model is the main component of an adaptive system. The user model keeps
information on a user, reflects their interests and preferences and, furthermore,
influences the adaptation of the system. The adaptation model takes care of the
adaptive features of the system and affects the way the adaptation effects are
displayed to the user. The specific goal User modeling is reached through the
following responsibilities: Usage mining, User interfacing and Construction and
maintenance of user models. The specific goal System adaptation is reached through
the responsibilities User interfacing, Construction and maintenance of user models
and Construction and maintenance of adaptation models. Fig. 3 shows the goal
model generated from ONTODM.

Fig. 3. Goal model for a family of Web personalization systems

Role modeling. There were identified two external roles, User and Usage Data
Repository, and four internal roles, Modeling, Interfacing, Usage miner and
Adaptation. The Modeling role is responsible for the Construction and maintenance
of user models. This responsibility is exercised by the activities User model
representation and User model updating. The Interfacing role is responsible for
Interfacing the user with the system. This responsibility is exercised by the activities
Application of adaptation effects, User monitoring and Generation of semantic usage
data. This later activity looks for the improvement of the quality of usage data
through the semantic enrichment of Web logs [32]. The Usage miner role is
responsible for the application of data mining techniques in the usage data. This
responsibility is exercised by the activities Data collection, Data filtering, User
identification, User session identification and Pattern discovery (Fig. 4). The
Adaptation role is responsible for the Construction and maintenance of adaptation
model goal. This responsibility is exercised by the activities Adaptation model
representation and Adaptation model update.
Interaction modeling. Two interaction models are constructed; one for the specific
goal User modeling and another for the specific goal System adaptation. Fig. 5 shows
the interaction model for the specific goal User modeling. The sequence starts with
the collection and pre-processing of usage data by the usage miner role from the
Usage data repository. The next step is user monitoring by the Interfacing role. This
role also generates semantic usage data based on the user navigational behavior.
Then, the Interfacing role sends information about the current user to the Modeling
role. Finally, the Modeling role interacts with the Usage miner role to classify the
current user.

Fig. 4. Usage miner role model

Fig. 5. Interaction model for the specific goal User modeling

Variability modeling. In this activity the instances of the classes Concept,
Responsibility, Role, Activity, Specific goal and General goal are classified in fixed or
variable (Table 1) according to the rules introduced in section 2 above.

Table 1. Variability modeling of the problem of usage mining for Web personalization
General goal

Responsibilities

Fixed features
Roles

User interfacing

Interfacing

Construction/mainte
nance of user
models

Modeling

Web personalization

Specific goal
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Responsibilities

Variable features
Roles

User modeling

Usage mining

Usage miner

System adaptation

Construction/mainte
nance of adaptation
models

Adaptation

Activities
• Application of
adaptation
effects
• User monitoring
• Generation of
semantic usage
data
• User model
representation
• User model
updating
Activities
• Data Collection
• Data filtering
• Data preprocessing
• Pattern
discovery
• Adaptation
model
representation
• Adaptation
model updating

Resources

User information

User processed
information

•
•
•
•
•

Resources
Usage data
Collected data
Filtered data
User data
User session
data
Adaptation
information

Related Work

Considering their advantages, the use of ontologies for the representation of highlevel reusable specifications, like requirement and design specifications is increasing.
Particularly, some methodologies for the development of multi-agent specific
applications are being extended for ontology support [11][12]. Some approaches for
Ontology-based Domain Analysis have been proposed [9] [28], which integrate
methodologies for ontology building with techniques for Domain Analysis.
Previous work on knowledge-based representation of software components to
increase the effectiveness of software retrieval have also contributed to this proposal
[10] [21].
ONTODM and the domain models we are constructing with it have been used for
the definition of DDEMAS, a technique based on patterns and ontologies for the
construction of multi-agent frameworks [15]. Domain models are also being used as
the main resources for the construction of Domain Specific Languages [16].
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Concluding Remarks and Further Work

This article introduced GRAMO, a technique for the construction of domain models
to be reused in the development of multi-agent applications. ONTODM is an
ontology-based domain model representing the knowledge of techniques for the
specification of the requirements of a family of multi-agent systems in an application
domain.
Some of the advantages of using ontologies for the representation of reusable
products have been shown in this article. Although ONTODM has been designed for
its integration in a software development environment for Multi-agent Domain
Engineering, the approach can be generalized to other development paradigms. For
that, the ontology should be re-designed according to the particular knowledge of the
techniques of those development paradigms.
We are currently working on a process and development environment for MultiAgent Domain Engineering through the integration of GRAMO with DDEMAS [15],
a technique for the construction of multi-agent frameworks, and TOD-DSL [16] a
technique for the development of Domain-Specific Languages. We are also working
on techniques for Multi-Agent Application Development to construct specific
software applications through the reuse of all the reusable ontology-based software
abstractions we have developed.
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